The term "Heaven" from the bible is merely a stolen allegory for the Crown Chakra which, upon proper work and activation, and upon bringing the soul to a higher level, manifests positive sensations and a sense of wellbeing that has no 'end'. Residing on the top of the head, this is called "Heaven". This is a well known fact from anyone who has done basic studying.

This comes as a reward for people who are persistent in advancement and spiritual ascent. This is the reward of "Heaven" for the righteous people. Later on this was transcribed by the jews in their ignorance and defilement into an expression of their own sick soul, ie, that all of this concept has anything got to do with how these "holy ones" behave. Being "Holy" has to do with doing spirituality and meditation. This creates a better disposition and improves someone, bringing them closer to a higher elevation everytime it's done.

Jews created a hoax that this elevation has to do with how subservient one is to jews, and created lies around this process for public confusion. From this hoax and on wards began the terrorism of all the ignorant and unknowing people who found themselves first and foremost in the darkness of Judaism, Christianity, and Islam later on, to feel eternally guilty and condemned. The jews are guilty of this, and they know it. This is their biggest crime as a race, that has collectively ruined humanity.

Marcus Eli Ravage goes in depth that the jews are well aware of their crime in that regard, and that he is "surprized" people do not see this very obvious crime the jews did and cloaked into a religious form.

However long before these stolen allegories that the enemy purposefully created into lies and hoaxes, the actual allegories that had the sane and clear messages and spiritual meanings in them existed solidly. In other words, the enemy knew what these were about, but they corrupted them for public confusion and humiliation of humanity.

Alternatively, the notion of "Hell" was basically "Hades" and it was not a place of punishment, but rather, a place where souls lived in an inferior standard until they could reincarnate again and again in order to advance. In the myths, Hercules escorts and saves individuals from "Hades" as Hades is symbolic of a state of darkness in the soul, and the lower one sinks into this level, the harder it can be to escape. One falls into "Hades" because of spiritual descent.

Neither of the above have to do with how good of a goy you have been, how many times you have kissed jewish ass, and what is the opinion of a fictitious rabbi about you. These infantile and childish, but dangerous fabrications were made by jews to create popular social terror, as a form of terrorism to terrorize the ignorant and snap them into submission. Much of this also resulted as jews themselves are a very
superstitious race that is very fond of dangerous lying.

Even more pathetic are individuals who basically are still in the useless loop which they try to discern "Gnosticism" and other toilet teachings, while in full actuality, the Ancient Greek or other mythologies do have far clearer meanings, without "Holy Mary", "Pistis Sophia" and all sorts of useless rabbinical inspired drivel and piss clothed in pseudo-mysticism.

Indeed, there is no point to have these teachings or take them seriously, as saner cultures like Asiatic, Ancient Greek, Ancient Norse, the uncorrupted parts of India, have all went in-depth in these mythical representations, and are clear and sane. The truth is right here, on the stories of our ancient civilizations, and it will survive to eternity, or at least, until the enemy takes over and tries to erase these.

I will therefore write every so often to clean this useless Aegean Stables of jewish horse-shit and replace it with the proper meanings, simply as generated from the Ancient Pagan mind, and without useless rabbinical drivel cloaked behind the teachings of foolish jews and other irrelevant and false 'mystics' who create lies in place of 'secrets'. Truth is great and our ancestors did their best to array it simply, so that we could understand. The enemy on the other hand makes it complex and difficult due to incessant disinformation, confusing the mind.

In the Pagan world the "Heaven" was a parallel world for what is called the Elysian Fields, the other side of this being the Lythian springs or "Hell". These fields are a place where there is eternal day, and there is no night, while eternal night is on the Lythian springs, darkness. According to legend, this is also a place where the flowers that produce sleep do actually produce nectar that the people can drink [or in other words Chakras and the Soma Elixir], which is the "Elixir" of the 6th chakra, while on the Lythian springs there are springs that give life to dead flowers or cause permanent amnesia.

In the Elysian Fields Jupiter was the ruler, and Saturn was also there but in a mesmerized and transformed fashion, since Zeus had fed Saturn with Honey (Again an allegory to the awakening of the pineal gland) which had put him on eternal sleep, making Saturn friendly. Saturn in traditional lore is this evil boogieman, but this is not the true nature of Saturn. In other stories he appears as a co-ruler or a ruler of the Elysian fields, giving them the power to stay on the fields. However, contrary to popular belief, in the Orphic (or internal) mysteries and traditions, Saturn was actually ruling the Elysian fields, but he was ruling with his wife which is Rhea which "Flowing one", significant of the healthy flow of energy, balancing out the energy of Saturn.

Demonization of Saturn as some sort of "Evil" thing came from spiritual ignorance in particular based either to bullshit theories about how "Saturn = Evil = Satan" or simply "Stuff I don't like cuz I die from it" and ignoramus and non-spiritual perceptions about Saturn. Saturn is not a negative planet, but as with any serious force, if left unattended, it is what can rot and kill and individual. So are other
forces. Apollo which is symbolic of the Sun is also a killer and a maimer and bestower of great plagues and illnesses, but the Sun is not evil.

Saturn is also a planet directly responsible for immortality, and without Saturn and the proper placing of this energy into specific center, there is no basis upon which to build the so called "Temple of The Sun", what became later the "Temple of Solomon". If you spiritually advance then Saturn will not be as hostile to you.

The next "Judge" on whether one will go to the Elysian fields or not was the judge Rhadamanthus which means "The lord of the rod", ie, the rod being the spine. He is the called the "right hand of Saturn". If Radamanthus found someone to be morally and spiritually upright, then they would be allowed into the fields. Here comes the metaphysical statement, one's soul development. Radamanthus as a name also implies the control and taming of the rod, which is in other terminology the ability to control the serpentine force and properly direct it, a term tarnished today by shallow interpretations, coming from the same people ones who constantly blame Saturn due to spiritual negligence.

Radamanthus was a lawgiver to humanity, which gave the "Law", and was later stolen and made into Moses by jews, the "lawgiver" and symbol of the "Rod" for the jews, symbolized by Moses.

Does your rod suck and you are spiritually ignorant and foolish? Then all you can do is whine about Saturn. Are you not? Then Saturn will be less and less of a problem as you advance. In the end actually, he may get you to the Elysian fields or "Heaven". This is the objective of meditation. The same Saturn that whips when one is low spiritually, is the Saturn that blesses and maintains when one is in a higher level. This is why rulership is traditionally linked to Saturn, same as established order. Saturn and Sun are esoterically connected, and this also includes Jupiter.

Were it not for death or the awareness of death, sickness, fear, and all sorts of other emotions, most people would remain permanently spiritually ignorant. We can observe this in modern society where all "Saturnian" manifestations are tried to put to shut down. You get heart attack from eating MacDonalds all day, i.e., a natural consequence of your actions? It's fine, let's just do a surgery so you can maintain your habit so you can keep eating. Did you just do some strange body modification surgery and you want to suicide? Sure, we amend by more opium.

We run from problems instead of facing them as a society. This makes things worse. As such, Saturn is perceived as an ultimate enemy. If anything, we are afraid of Saturn as we should be, as Saturn is wasting, disease and death, but even these forces, with proper handling, can propel someone to do better and escape them. If people took old age seriously, they would be meditating now, rather than later.

This state of perpetual running from responsibility, running from life, and maintaining ignorance, furthers ignorance to catastrophic extents. People constantly hate on responsibility as they hate for any other form of measure, but the
ancient people did not think in such deranged way. In the ancient times if you were getting fat you were not prescribed morphine, you either had to get fit or better or live with it and suffer.

To put it succinctly, Radamanthus will not accept you in any Elysian field unless you spiritually advance and ennoble yourself. The spiritual dimension of this is meditation, the living dimension of this is taking responsibility for one's self. Blame Saturn for perils, call him evil daddy, make wrong and extended correlations with the some evil outer space force, this will never change.

Elysian hints as a word to the "loosening of the bonds", as in someone who is free from the karmic shackles. The theme is also presented in how Shiva is called the breaker of bondage, to name one example. The word is also inter-played to also relate to the Sun and the power of the Sun. The Elysian fields were the state of consciousness of the just, the heroes, the demigods, and people who were of a noble and brave character.

The other side of the fields was called the Lythian fields which is a wordplay for those who dwell in deep sleep, we can say that is ignorance. This also deals with forgetfulness, forgetting of one's culture, a parallel for losing the spiritual knowledge. Obviously, their experience after death could be no different, and this is why sometimes Saturn is associated with death during the sleep, or a state of perpetual ignorance that mirror sleep. Lythian is related to the meaning of forgewaterfulness. Satan, or Truth, is related to the concept of remembering on the other hand.

The Lythian fields correspond to the base chakra which is the chakra ruled by our friend Saturn. Saturn in mythology was said to have waged a battle with the older ruler of Olympus and his wife, Ophion and Eurynomy. Eurynomy means "The laws that extent wide", or let us put it simply, the universal laws. Ophion means Serpent and it is a self revealing title. Saturn has however suppressed the rule of Ophion and Eurynomy, and did subdue them, giving rise into a terrible rule, that Jupiter would come later to save people from.

Many people do conflate Saturn with Chronos which is not Kronos. Chronos means "Time" merely and is a mere concept of time. In that allegory, Ophion does fight the concept of "Time" and if he defeats him, he replaces him as a ruler, a concept related to immortality as Ophion relates to Serpent. However, Kronos, which holds the same vowels as KRN or Korona, relates to the Crown and awakening the top center, and is not a negative concept. Due to linguistic similarity these are canned together, and confusion ensues in that people ascribe to Saturn what Chronos does, such as the time one has until they die. While these relate, they are not the same thing.

Part of this is why Saturn was actually a celebrated and holy planet in the ancient times, and not some negative "David Icke Muh Satanic Saturn" meme as it became today. Saturnalia and other holidays were based upon this concept, showing that Saturn had a solar attribute, which made Saturn sanctified, and a sanctification
planet. Saturn is not only a negative planet that creates dread, but a planet that teaches living responsibility, which can come through scars and suffering. Saturn can be avoided if one meditates and takes measured steps in their life. Not completely, but one can help themselves a lot in that regard.

Saturn is not an evil planet, to the spiritual person, he can be an ally, acting sometimes brutally and without concern, may show you where you have cracks in your development. Of course these energies can be inflated such as from jewish curses [increasing in potency the negative forces of said planet], but then again this is the work of jews and not the work of the planet himself. You cannot blame the sun for if someone creates a solar weapon and burns nations with it.

Spiritual people do not have to cry about these, only work to overcome them.

What "The Law" really means is a spiritual concept of advancing spiritually and applying spiritual consciousness, to evolve the soul and therefore also escape "damnation" which is a natural fact, of not allowing the soul to grow dim and eventually perish by lack of sustenance. And Saturn is the reminder of this very fact. The association with Nomos or Law with Eurynomy is what the jews later called "Torah" or "The Law", which is nothing of all the pages of insanity these jews written, yet another monstrous fabrication from their alien soul.

Again in regards to Kronos, Physically, this is reminded through the process of ageing. However Saturn also reminds of the concept of that if you reap, you will sow, showing simply that if you had went about life in another way, you would be sustained as a result of the soundness of your choices.

Likewise, in spirituality, if you follow "The Law" and you meditate and advance, your meditative energy and powers will vitalize you, and eventually and with proper guidance, from what is the total ignorance of Lythia, you will be gradually led to the Elysian fields and gain spiritual stature and immortality.

One will ascend from the depths of Hades to the Elysian fields of eternal light, provided, they take the path of the Hero, which is the path of spiritual mastery and inner work.

This door is now open to everyone, but few people take their chances, a fact that explains a lot of misery, idiocy, and stupidity on the world.

On the other hand, those who take the upwards path, will sooner or later reach the top, and become an elevated being, and this rule is eternal, so long the knowledge of our Gods exists, and so long humanity exists and applies. The path of the Godhead is attainable but it is a path to put one’s self onto and walk it.
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